Truly Environmentally Friendly
Hydraulic Fluids

Your Routes. Your Reputation. Peace of mind.

All the difference in the world.
EnBio hydraulic fluids have been formulated to meet the needs of your trucks and your facility. Our synthetic
blends will last longer, improve hydraulic system efficiency, not leave stains if spilled, and help attain energy and
maintenance cycle savings. They can also be used across all of your hydraulic equipment; trucks, forklifts, balers,
etc. The added benefit with EnBio products is they also achieve a near zero toxicity footprint, protecting plants,
animal life and water supplies. Welcome to the next generation of high-performance hydraulic fluids.

Environmental Benefits

Performance Benefits

Easy spill cleanup - Simple washing procedure eliminates
need for costly hazmat operations.

Lower maintenance cost and down time - Extended fluid
life equals longer cycles between changeovers

Classified as ecologically harmless - No significant hazard to
animals, plants and aquatic life.

Runs cooler - Wide operating temperature range with a high
viscosity index.

Biodegradable chemistry - Will not form sludge, varnish
or deposits on cylinders and valves. Will also alleviate
deposits left by other fluids. OECD 301B/301F, Readily
Biodegradable.

Enhances system performance - Fluid will not shear (does
not break down with use), sludge or varnish, and has
outstanding anti-wear performance. This allows equipment
to operate at lower temperatures, which equals longer parts
life, including seals and hoses.

Soluble in water applications - Will not form streaks or
emulsion, which protects wildlife, food supplies, and
habitats from ecosystem damage due to leaks and spills.

Lower energy consumption - No shearing or oxidation
allows for consistent fluid viscosity and no need to increase
energy to maintain consistent operations.

Comparative Spill Test

Your routes are our routes.

Vegetable
Oil Blend

Mineral Oil

Spills are going to happen with hydraulic
systems. However, there is no longer a
need to worry about cleanup. Simply
wash them away with no stain left on the
concrete or asphalt.

Outperforms. Outlasts.
EnBio will last 2 to 4 times longer than
other competing products and also
increase equipment efficiency and
performance. This results in reduced
labor costs and longer machine life.

No Stains with EnBio
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